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Activities

• Data science as an organizing system vs. 
organizing via data science
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• Selecting resources 

• Organizing resources 

• Designing resource-based interactions 

• Maintaining resources



• Moneyball effect.  
Personnel selection is 
becoming data-driven  

• Hiring decisions 
based on features that 
make “successful 
employees”

Selection via 
data

h"p://www.hardball-mes.com/wp-content/images/tht/williamsgraphic.png	
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Selection in data science



Selection in data science
• Most analyses use a sample of a target population 

• Sources of sample bias in data selection: 

• Misspecification the target population 
• Sample size too small for generalization 
• Selection bias: some members of the target 

population are more/less likely to be included. 

• Response bias: some members of the target 
sample are more/less likely to exclude themselves



• Data quality as selection criterion 

• How far upstream can you track the 
provenance? 

• Anomalous/duplicate data 

• What external checks do you have on its 
quality?

Selection in data science



Organizing via data
• Descriptive statistics 

• count 
• central tendency (mean, median, mode) 
• variance



Organizing via data
• Descriptive statistics 

• count 
• central tendency (mean, median, mode) 
• variance



• Descriptive statistics in exploratory data analysis 
can be used to understand the distribution of 
values for a property to determine whether it can 
be used to organize the data

Organizing via data
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Exploratory data analysis
• Exploring the data can help inform the application 

you put it to 

• e.g., understanding its central tendency (mean, 
variance), the structure between variables 
(correlations, PCA), visualizations. 

• Complement to classical hypothesis testing 
(though need to take care to keep the two separate 
on the same data).

Tukey (1977), Exploratory Data Analysis



Organizing via data
• Organizing via explicit attributes 

• Organization imposed through human-labeled subject/
topic codes



• Organizing via latent 
attributes 

• Organization facilitated by 
the machine identification of 
“topics”

Mining the Richmond Times Dispatch (1860-1865)  
http://dsl.richmond.edu/dispatch/Topics

Organizing 
via data

http://dsl.richmond.edu/dispatch/Topics


Designing Interactions

• Prediction 

• Inference 

• Recommendation 

• Hypothesis testing



Access policies
• Who is allowed to access the data we’re analyzing?  

• Public domain (US gov’t data) 

• Proprietary data (corporate, IP, etc.) 

• Data restricted by privacy/policy/ethical considerations 

• Distinction between restricted access to data and restricted 
uses of it. 

• Decisionmaking based on restricted attributes (gender, 
ethnicity, etc.)







• Storage 

• Preservation 

• Curation 

• Governance

Maintaining Resources



Preservation
• Replicability of analysis 

• The original data/methodology should be 
preserved so that an analysis can be 
recreated.  

• Proper techniques so that same methodology 
used on similar but new data should yield 
similar results (generalizability).



• Recreating analyses on Twitter data

Preservation



Curation: Drift

• Resources in data analysis are often a sample of 
the population 

• What you care about is not the specific data points 
you have, but the population they represent 

• Semantic drift



Curation: Drift

http://fivethirtyeight.com/features/the-end-of-a-republican-party/



Curation: Drift

http://us-presidents.insidegov.com/stories/3613/republicans-democrats-switch-platform
1920 presidential election



Organizing system lifecycle

• Defining and scoping the domain 

• Identifying requirements 

• Design and implementation 

• Operations and maintenance



Organizing system lifecycle

• Defining and scoping the domain 

• Identifying requirements 

• Design and implementation 

• Operations and maintenance



Data science lifecycle

Cross Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM)



• The goal of data analysis drives the organizing 
activities you make use of. 

• what data to collect 

• how to describe it 

• how to  

• Data collected/employed for other goals may have 
hidden biases lurking with it.

Data science lifecycle



Case study: Log file analysis

Dumais et al. (2014), “Understanding User Behavior Through Log Data and Analysis”



Case study: Log file analysis
• Data collection 

• What data to collect? 
• Recording time 
• Identifying users (cookies, IP addresses, logins) 

• Data cleaning 

• Missing data 
• Data transformations 
• Outliers

Dumais et al. (2014), “Understanding User 
Behavior Through Log Data and Analysis”



Audit trail (traceability)

• As in other organizing systems, preserving the 
chain of decisions make can improve 
reproducibility and trust in an analysis. 

• Trust extends to the interpretability of algorithms


